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ABSTRACT

We consider a system of two identical, but possibly detuned, spatially separated semiconductor lasers that are
mutually coupled via their optical fields. In a rate equation approach this system can be modeled by a set
of delay differential equations, where the delay takes into account the propagation time of the light from one
laser to the other. The delay introduces a complicated structure the compound laser modes (CLMs) whose
interaction may lead to complicated dynamics.

In this paper we present a bifurcation study of the CLM structure for the relevant system parameters,
including the pump current and the detuning. Initially stable CLMs can destabilizes in Hopf bifurcations that
lead to complicated dynamics on different time scales. In particular, we concentrate on the dynamics near the
boundary of locked dynamics of the two lasers. Depending on the pump current we find different scenarios for
the route to locking as a function of the detuning between the two lasers.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Our object of study is a system consisting of two mutually delay-coupled semiconductor lasers, where the
delay arises because of the spatial separation of the coupled sub-systems; see the sketch in Figure 1. From
a technological point of view, delay-coupled lasers are of interest because of applications including bistable
devices for optical flip-flops, high-frequency generation for optical clocks, and secure communication with a
chaotic carrier; see, for example, Refs. [1–3]. From a fundamental point of view, this system is of interest for
the study of coupled non-linear optical elements; see, for example, Ref. [4–7]. Of particular interets are issues
of locking and synchronization in the presence of delays; see Refs. [5, 8–11].
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Figure 1. Sketch of the system of two delay-coupled semiconductor lasers.

In this paper the dynamics of laser 1 and laser 2 are modelled by rate equations for the slowly varying
envelope of the optical field E1,2(t) and the inversion N1,2(t). In dimensionless form they can be written as:

Ė1(t) = (1 + iα)N1(t)E1(t) + κe−iCpE2(t− τ)− i∆E1(t) , (1)
TṄ1(t) = J −N1(t)− (1 + 2N1(t))|E1(t)|2 , (2)

Ė2(t) = (1 + iα)N2(t)E2(t) + κe−iCpE1(t− τ) + i∆E2(t) , (3)
TṄ2(t) = J −N2(t)− (1 + 2N2(t))|E2(t)|2 . (4)
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Table 1. Laser parameters and their values.

laser parameter value

linewidth enhancement factor 2.0

photon decay rate 150ns−1

differential gain 790ns−1

carrier density at threshold 1018

coupling rate 7ns−1

coupling time 0.17ns

coupling phase 0

detuning free

pump parameter free

Here time t is measured in units of the photon lifetime. A fraction of the light emitted by laser 1 is coupled into
laser 2 and vice versa, where κ determines the coupling strength and Cp is the coupling phase. The time delay
τ in the coupling terms takes into account the propagation time of the light in the gap of length l between the
lasers; hence, τ = l

c where c is the speed of light. The parameter

∆ = Ω2 − Ω1 (5)

is the detuning between the optical frequencies, Ω1 and Ω2, of the two lasers. The remaining parameters are the
linewidth enhancement factor α, the normalized carrier lifetime T , and the pump parameter J . We consider
here the values α = 2.0, T = 150.0, τ = 25.49, and κ = 0.047, which were derived from the physical values
in Table 1. Furthermore, throughout this study we consider the case of a fixed feedback phase Cp = 0; see
Ref. [12] for the influence of this parameter. The parameters that we vary in this study are the detuning ∆
and the pump current J .

As for the Lang-Kobayashi rate equations for a laser with conventional optical feedback [13], the main
modeling assumptions are that the lasers operate in single mode and that the feedback rate is small enough so
that multiple round-trips can be neglected; see Ref. [14] for a detailed derivation of Eqns. (1)–(4).

2. CHARACTERISTIC DYNAMICS NEAR THE LOCKING RANGE

The compound laser modes (CLMs) are the basic solution of the rate equation model Eqns. (1)–(4). They
correspond to cw-emission of the coupled laser system and, hence, to locked output of the coupled laser system.
The CLMs can be written as:

E1(t) = |Es
1 |eiωst , (6)

E2(t) = |Es
2 |eiωst+iσ , (7)

N1(t) = Ns
1 , (8)

N2(t) = Ns
2 , (9)

where |Es
1,2|, Ns

1,2, ω
s and σ are real valued. In this ansatz |Es

1,2| are the positive amplitudes of the optical fields
and Ns

1,2 the inversions of laser 1 and 2, respectively. Further, ωs is the lasers’s common optical frequency with
respect to the mean frequency Ω = (Ω1 + Ω2)/2, and σ is a time-independent phase shift; see Ref. [12] for a
comprehensive study of the CLMs.
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Figure 2. One-parameter bifurcation diagrams near the locking region for increasing (left column) and decreasing (right
column) detuning ∆. Shown are the main peaks λpeak in the optical spectrum and the main peaks νpeak in the RIN-
spectrum for laser 1 (red/gray) and laser 2 (black). Panels (a)–(c) are for a pump current of J = 4.6Jthr, J = 4Jthr and
J = 1.38Jthr, respectively. The dotted vertical lines indicate the maximal width of the locking region (existence region
of CLMs).
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We now address the question when the delay-coupled semiconductor laser system is locked and what dy-
namics one encounters on the route into and out of locking. To this end, we characterize the different dynamics
in terms of the optical spectra and the RIN-spectra (relative intensity noise) of both lasers. Figure 2 shows
the dependence of the spectra on the detuning ∆ as one-parameter bifurcation diagrams obtained by numerical
integration of the governing rate equation model Eqns. (1)–(4). Specifically, main peaks in both the optical
spectrum and the RIN-spectrum are plotted in black for laser 1 and in red/gray for laser 2. The dotted vertical
lines indicate the maximal possible width of the locking region; inside this region CLMs exist (but they may
either be stable or unstable), while outside this region there are no CLMs at all. Panels (a)–(c) are for three
different values of the pump parameter J . To discover possible hysteresis loops we show in Figure 2 bifurcation
diagrams for increasing (left column) and decreasing (right column) values of the detuning ∆.

Figure 2(a) shows the situation for a rather high pump current of J = 4.6Jthr (in multiples of the threshold
current Jthr), where panels (a1) and (a2) are for increasing detuning ∆ and panels (a3) and (a4) for decreasing
detuning. When the lasers are locked the optical frequency of both laser coincides. Locking can be observed in
panels (a1) and (a3), but note the hysterisis effects at the boundary of the locking region. In addition to stable
cw-emission undamped relaxation oscillations can be observed inside the locking region. Namely, the main
peaks in the optical spectrum of both lasers still coincide, but the RIN-spectrum indicates intensity oscillations
on the order of the relaxation oscillation frequency; see panels (a2) and (a4). For relaxation oscillations there is a
pronounced hysteresis effect: there a large region of relaxation oscillations for increasing detuning [panel (a2)],
whereas for decreasing detuning [panel (a4)] there are practically no relaxation oscillations. Note that the
frequency of the relaxation oscillations is roughly constant, that is, it does not depend on ∆. Outside the
locking region the dynamics of the coupled laser system is dominated by detuning oscillations. Specifically,
from the optical spectra it can be seen that the main frequency of laser 2 is almost constant, whereas the
frequency of laser 1 follows the detuning ∆ with characteristic plateaus. The frequency distance between
successive plateaux is proportional to the round-trip frequency of the gap between the two lasers; see Ref. [7]
for details. From the RIN-spectra in Figure 2(a2) and (a4) it can be seen that the frequency of the detuning
oscillation scales with the detuning ∆. Specifically, for ∆ → 0 the frequency of the detuning oscillations goes
to zero. This means that their period tends to infinity, which is indicative of a homoclinic bifurcation. Again
hysteresis effects can be found at the boundaries of the locking region; namely, there is a region of bistability
between detuning oscillations and stable cw-emission. Overall, for large values of the pump current J as in
Figure 2(a) the dynamics is dominated by stable cw-emission, relaxation oscillations, and detuning oscillations,
where higher harmonics in the spectra indicate a nonlinear profile of the oscillations.

For lower pump currents the dynamics of the coupled laser system becomes more complicated, in particular,
around zero-detuning. Figure 2(b) illustrates this with bifurcation diagrams for J = 4Jthr. Concentrating on
panels (b1) and (b2) for increasing detuning, we again find detuning oscillation for large negative ∆. As the
detuning is increased, higher harmonics of the detuning oscillation frequency can be found in the RIN-spectrum.
Eventually, around ∆ ≈ −4 GHz the detuning oscillations disappear and relaxation oscillations are observed.
The broadening of the relaxation oscillation peaks indicates additional bifurcations and more complicated
dynamics. Around zero detuning there is an interval of stable cw-emission, which become unstable in a Hopf
bifurcation around ∆ = 2 GHz where they give rise to more relaxation oscillations. At around ∆ = 4.2 GHz
these relaxation oscillations disappear and detuning oscillations are observed. Hysteresis effects can again be
observed by comparing panels (b1), (b2) for increasing detuning with panels (b3), (b4) for decreasing detuning.
For even lower pump currents, as illustrated in Figure 2(c) for J = 1.38Jthr, more complicated or even chaotic
dynamics can be found. There is now only a small detuning interval around ∆ = −1 GHz, where the coupled
laser system shows stable cw-emission. On the other hand, for very large detuning the dynamics is again
dominated by detuning oscillations. For this low value of the pump current almost no hysteresis is found, that
is, there is no bistability of different dynamical attractors; compare Figure 2(c2) and (c4).

Overall, the dynamics of the coupled semiconductor laser system exhibits three characteristic time scales: the
detuning frequency, the relaxation oscillation frequency, and the round-trip frequency of the light (associated
with the time delay τ). Relaxation oscillations are found for rather small values of detuning in the range
∆ = [−4.6; 4.2] GHz, when CLMs bifurcate in Hopf bifurcations. By contrast, detuning oscillations are found
mainly outside the maximal locking region, that is, for quite large values of ∆. The round-trip frequency is
observed as characteristic jumps in the optical frequency of the lasers.
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Figure 3. Two-parameter bifurcation diagrams in the (∆, J)-plane of detuning versus pump current. Shown are curves
of saddle-node bifurcations (S), Hopf bifurcations (H), and homoclinic bifurcations (hom); in panel (a) the gray shading
indicates the region stable CLMs and in panel (b) it indicates the region of stable dynamics associated with detuning
oscillations.
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3. TWO-PARAMETER BIFURCATION ANALYSIS

To get more insight into the dependence of the route to locking on the pump parameter J , we now present
a two-parameter bifurcation diagram in the (∆, J)-plane. To this end, we perform a bifurcation study of the
rate equation model Eqns. (1)–(4) with the numerical continuation packages DDE-BIFTOOL [15] and PDDE-
CONT [16]. In this way, we find and follow bifurcation curves in the (∆, J)-plane that correspond to qualitative
transitions in the dynamics of the delay-coupled semiconductor laser system. This provides a more global view of
the stability regions of the different dynamics, including stable cw-emission, relaxation oscillations and detuning
oscillations.

Figure 3 shows two bifurcation diagram in the (∆, J)-plane, where we concentrate on the locking region
around zero detuning and the instabilities at the boundary of the locking region. Panel (a) concentrates on the
stability region of the CLMs, that is, on the parameter region where one finds stable locking of the delay-coupled
laser system. The CLMs appear and disappear in pairs in saddle-node (S) bifurcations. The two outermost
saddle-node bifurcations, at around ∆ = −4.6 GHz and ∆ = +4.2 GHz, mark the maximum possible width
of the locking region; in Figure 2 this was indicated by the dotted lines. Outside this detuning interval there
are no CLMs. Note that there are additional saddle-node bifurcation (closer to zero detuning) that give rise
to additional CLMs, some of which may be stable. Importantly, the outermost saddle-node bifurcation curves
bound the region of stable CLMs only for quite large value of the pump current, namely for J > 4.8Jthr on
the left and J > 3.9Jthr on the right, respectively. For lower values of the pump current the CLMs lose their
stability in Hopf (H) bifurcations, which give rise to the relaxation oscillations that were observed in Figure 2.
Note that for J < 2.2Jthr one typically does not find any stable CLMs, that is, the two delay-coupled lasers
only lock reliably when the pump current is sufficiently above threshold.

Figure 3(b) concentrates on the detuning oscillations, which dominate the dynamics outside the locking
region. As was observed in the previous section, the period of the detuning oscillations tends to infinity as the
detuning is decreased towards zero. Panel (b) shows that this fact is indeed due to homoclinic bifurcations: the
two disjoint gray regions of stable dynamics associated with detuning oscillations are bounded by two curves
of homoclinic bifurcations, one at negative ∆ and one at positive ∆. It should be noted that not all detuning
oscillations that bifurcate from these two homoclinic bifurcation curves are stable. Specifically, for pump cur-
rents below J ≈ 3.0Jthr detuning oscillations are initially unstable. Nevertheless, the dynamics near the curves
of homoclinic bifurcation is associated with the detuning oscillations, meaning that it strongly features their
frequency components. As the magnitude |∆| increases, the unstable detuning oscillations undergo a complic-
ated sequence of bifurcations (including saddle-node of limit cycle bifurcations, period-doubling bifurcations,
and torus bifurcations), that eventually leads to stable detuning oscillations. For rather high pump currents
the bifurcation structure is less complicated and the detuning oscillations become stable soon after they are
born in the homoclinic bifurcation. This is in agreement with the numerical observations in Figure 2.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the dynamics near the locking region of two mutually delay-coupled semiconductor lasers
by means of a bifurcation analysis of a rate equation model for the optical fields and the inversions of the
lasers. In this way, we characterized the different dynamics of the coupled laser system and found stable
cw-emission, relaxation oscillations, detuning oscillations and complicated, possibly chaotic dynamics. Two
bifurcation diagrams in the plane of detuning versus the pump current provided a global view of the underlying
bifurcation structure of this delay-coupled laser system. A comparison with experimental measurements by
I. Fischer and E. Wille will be presented elsewhere. The dependence of the dynamics and bifurcations near
the locking region on other parameters, such as the feedback phase or the linewidth enhancement factor, is an
interesting topic for further research.
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